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ASSESMENT TEST
HISTORY

2ND YEAR OF COMPULSORY SECONDARY EDUCATION

ECH Code  ___ / ___ / ___

Please fill in the gaps: 

Class list number: ______

Gender (mark with an x)          Male            Female

Year of Birth: ______

Highest level of education your father has completed: 

None              Primary School

High School                                                           University

Highest level of education your mother has completed: 

None                Primary School

            High School                                       University



Question 1. The historical introduction of the Industrial Revolution (Doc. 1) briefly explains
the some of the causes and factors that added to the exploitation of children in these new
industrialized economic sectors (the effect).  Now please analyze in detail  the connection
between these causes and effects.

1.1. In the following diagram the causes or factors of child labor in the Industrial
Revolution are shown in boxes. Your task is to find the connections or links between
these factors, causes and effects. Follow the example. 

a) Draw arrows to represent the links between the boxes. For example, an arrow drawn in
between box 1 and 2 means that box number 1 helps explain box number 2.

b) Each box can have more than one arrow pointing to it and away from it as well double-
headed arrows.

In this example there are already two arrows drawn in.
(0-2 points)

1. Now,  briefly  explain in your own words the  connections that  you made  between
boxes 1, 2 and 3. If you haven’t found any connections, please explain that as well.
(0-2 points)
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Factor 2
Industrialized machines made 
products more affordable and 

created many jobs.

Factor 1
An increase in the birth rate 
created a surplus of factory 

workers

Factor 4
Without social welfare programs 

many families needed the income 
their children produced to survive.

Factor 3
There were no laws prohibi@ng 

child labor

Effect
Child exploita@on rose steeply during 

the Industrial Revolu@on



Question 2.  As you know, when explaining all  factors do not have the same importance and
influence on the outcome of a situation, now analyze the importance of the factor in box 2 in the
rise in child labor:

2.1. Suppose that factor 2, (Industrial development and the increase in demand for unskilled labor
that came with it) never happened,  do you think that without that development, child labor and
exploitation would have still increased in this time period?  Choose only the best answer.

a) Yes,  even without the industrial development child exploitation still  would have
risen  as  families  couldn´t  make  ends  meet  with  just  the  parents  working  in  the
household, due to the lack of social welfare programs and a public healthcare system. 

b) Yes, even without this factor child labor would still have increased due to a lack of
public consciousness: there were no laws against it, the businesses were for it as well
as many parents…

c) No, without industrial development, child labor would not increased due to the fact
that there would not have been such a demand of cheap child.

d)  No,  without  industrial  development,  child  labor  would  not  have  increased,  the
current economic model would have remained unchanged: the population, the family
income and businesses labor needs… 

2.2. Please explain your answer:        (0-1 point)

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Question 3: According to what you know about the Industrial Revolution and the demographic
changes  it  led  to  across  Europe,  which  of  the  following  phrases  best  describe  the  boom in
European population at this time? Only choose one answer:

a) The birth rate remained stable while life expectancy rose due to advances in nutrition, 
medicine and hygiene. 

b) The birth rate remained stable while life expectancy rose due to a decrease in wars 
during this period. 

c) The life expectancy remained unchanged while the birth rate increased due to an increase
in per capita income.  

d) The life expectancy remained unchanged while the birth rate increased due to advances 
in medicine and nutrition which increased fertility among women.



Question 4.  Documents  2 and 3 compare  the  two types  of  manufacturing;  mechanized and
handcrafted, in the textile industry.

4.1. Look at the picture (Doc 1. And 2.) and describe the differences between the energy sources
used to power the traditional spinning wheel and the industrialized spinning machine:

(0-1 point)
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

4.2. Taking into account the time period in which the photo  Doc. 2 was taken, Which type of
power was most likely used to run these types of spinning machines.  You can only choose one
answer:

a) A windmill (wind power)

b) A steam engine (carbon based power)

c) An electric motor (electric power)

d) A combustion motor (fossil fuel power)

Question  5:  Choose  the  best answer  that  defines  the  biggest  difference  between  handmade
production and mechanized manufacturing:

a) Machines made production more difficult for the workers.

b) In factories the machines were made of iron, whereas in small workshops the machines
were made of wood.

c) The invention of machines helped increase handmade production.

d) Handmade products are made with machines that only need one person to run them,
while machines in factories need more than one.

Question 6: Choose the current Spanish industry in which the production is least mechanized:

a) A welder in a car factory

b) A metro train engineer 

c) A supermarket clerk

d) A restaurant waiter 

Question 7: After reading documents 4, 5, and 6, please respond to the following question about
the girl working under the machine (Doc. 3) and the dangerous effects to her health. 

7.1. General job characteristics:
The following chart has a list of sentences about the girl´s job. Write an X in the box or boxes that
apply according to Doc. 3, 4, 5 o 6. The first row has been marked as an example.
(0-2 points)



¿What would the girl´s job entail? Doc. 3 Doc. 4 Doc. 5 Doc. 6

a) This is a job for young children. X X X X

b) The job consists of sweeping up cotton lint from
under the machines. 

c) This job is dangerous and detrimental to her health.

d) This job consists of cleaning the machines.

e) This job consists of picking up cotton that falls to
the floor. 

7.2. Was the “scavenger” job dangerous for children? Analyze how Docs. 5 and 6 approach the
subject of the negative aspects of this job.
(0-2 points)

a) What is the tone of each document?  
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

b) Which one of these documents seems to be in line with the rest of the documents in this unit?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

THE LAST SECTION OF THIS UNIT IS DEDICATED TO PRESENT DAY CHILD
EXPLOITATION.

Question 8:  In Doc. 7 from UNICEF they report on the social injustice in developing countries
caused by the materialistic cultures of first world countries Europe and North America, ect… 
(0-2 points)

a) Please explain the article in your own words:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

b) What is our role in this injustice? _______________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________



Question 9:  Based on the information from the map (Doc. 8),  mark with an X in the box the
percentage of children who are working in the corresponding countries (The first row has been
marked as an example).
(0-2 points)

Countries 30 % or more Between 10 and 29 % Less than 10% No data
Spain, China, USA (*) X
Brazil, Argentina
India, Mexico
(*) Some of these countries (Spain, USA, France, the UK, etc.) there is some illegal child labor; in others (China,
Pakistan, etc.) it is well know that there are high numbers of child laborers but these countries do not share that data
if it is recorded.

Question 10: In the past few decades child labor has increased in many countries in Africa, Asia
and Latin America (Doc. 8) and in Great Britain is now, a little over a century after the industrial
revolution, practically nonexistent. What historical factors help explain this evolution. You can
only choose one option:

a) Thanks to its prior industrialization, Great Britain is now a fully developed country
and in developed countries child exploitation is unacceptable.

b) These African, Asian and Latin American countries were colonized by European
countries  and although  they are  now  independent  countries  they  have  now  been
colonized  by  large  multinational  companies  that  exploit  cheap  labor  in  these
developing countries for higher profits.

c)  These  African,  Asian  and  Latin  American countries  are  simply  years  behind  in
history and are now going through the Industrial Revolution of the 19th century.

d)  Great  Britain,  like  many  other  European  countries,  currently  has  a  high
unemployment rate and because of that there is no work for children. 

Question 11: Compare child labor and exploitation today to child labor and exploitation during
the British Industrial Revolution in the 19th century.
Use the information for ALL of the documents you have been given. Mark with and X the boxes,
the first row had been marked as an example. In the next to last column note which document you
have used in your analysis.
(0-2  points)

Characteristics   of   child  exploitation
during the Industrial Revolution 

Still true
today

Has 
changed

Document
used

No data

Most child laborers are orphans X

Child Labor mainly exists in Great Britain

Children only worked in the textile factories
in Great Britain
Most  of  the  jobs  that  children  do  are
dangerous and unhealthy 



Question 12:  Using the information found in  Docs. 7, 8 y 9; which of the following sentences
best describe the current global economic climate and future projections of child exploitation.
Choose only one option:

a)  Economic globalization is  causing many industries  to  outsource labor  to  developing
countries to reduce manufacturing costs; however there is more legislation to control child
labor abuse.

b) Economic globalization is basically a type modern colonization, and because of this
child labor is on the rise in these developing countries.  

c) Most companies have the policy  not to use child labor as is it damages there global
image and brand and therefore lowering profits.

d)  Most  countries accept  the provision from the UN Child Labor Convention and have
ended child labor around the world.

Question 13:  Using what you know about recent world history, choose the sentence that best
reflects the most widely accepted opinion of the current world economic situation:

a)  The  best  way  to  protect  ones  own  national  economy from the  dangers  of  a  global
economy, it to make each country self sufficient (autarchic), in this way they will be better
able to compete globally.

b) A global economy is driven by unbridled financial investors who take advantage of the
“best offer” of labor, technology, raw materials, ect… with little or no judicial oversight.

c) A global economy is based on one united global market and because of this is dominated
and controlled by a small number of large multinational companies. 

d) Socialist and Communist revolutions in the 20th century avoided globalization in many
countries  by  implanting  democracies  with  responsible  economic  planning  with  social
justice in mind. 


